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In 1859 Darwin's The Origin of'Species appeared in print, followed six years later
by Claude Bernard's Introduction a l'etude de la medecine experimentale. Bernard
and others described The Origin as the end ofclassical natural history-yet each man
sired distinct philosophical lineages of twentieth century biologic science. Bernard is
the father of modern, non-Darwinian, deductive rationalism, empiricism, and
perhaps reductionism, which gave the physiologic and medical sciences their present
modus operandi. Bernard viewed the organism and looked down into it while Darwin
viewed it and looked up toward the population. In retrospect, it is paradoxical that
the determinism of Bernard debunked statistical inference while natural selection
later took root in it.
Claude Bernard and the Internal Environment, edited by Eugene D. Robin, is a
collection of seventeen essays given at Stanford by well-known scientists in 1978 to
commemorate the one-hundredth anniversary of Bernard's death. In 1965 a similar
symposium was held on the centenary of the publication of L'introduction and a
fifteen-essay volume followed, entitled: Claude Bernard and Experimental Medicine
(edited by F. Grande and M.B. Visscher, Cambridge, MA, Schenkman, 1967). The
1978 symposium differs from that held in 1965 in its inclusion of reviews of recent
developments in fields once investigated by Bernard. Those essays laden with modern
research seem irrelevant and immaterial to the understanding of Bernard the
scientist-a sort of reverse anachronism. In particular, the essays on the kidney and
respiration seem awkward embellishments of the "internal milieu" at the expense of
Bernard.
The strength of this volume lies in its diverse viewpoints and a conscious effort not
to be a panegyric, but a personal critique. Robin lists Bernard's contributions in a
table; they are each conceptual formulations implicit to his work. Others chose to list
five or so "physiologic" discoveries. Robin is more nearly correct. Bernard's real
contribution is the foundation of all modern medical science-the conceptual and
procedural association of anatomy to physiology, chemistry to physiology, physiol-
ogy to pharmacology, and physiology to medicine. How we think and do research in
the medical school environment is very much the legacy of Bernard.
The best essays are those by Joseph Fruton and Seymour Cohen who critically
focus on Bernard as a sometimes miscalculating and egocentric man possessing great
dexterity and perseverance but who was often wrong. Thus, Bernard becomes a role
model for many a successful scientist. This reviewer found Dr. Lederberg's closing
remarks most perceptive. First, Bernard's place in science must be discussed in
relationship to his contemporaries Darwin and Pasteur, and perhaps Magendie and
Cannon. Second, we should consider whether Bernard has spawned a Medusa-
headed monster-the Apollonian, pre-programmed, grant-dependent empiricist,
diligent but myopic. Yet discovery's character is often Dionysian, fickle, and elusive.
By combining opposite traits Bernard transcended himself, his times, and his method.
Today's scientist is left with Bernard's method, his example, and his challenge to
transcend them.
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